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Focus Point Protocol
Adapted for observing students in ATLAS Communities.

This protocol is designed to help deepen the observed’s understanding of his or her practice. The 
observer(s)’ role is to note those events that relate to a particular aspect of the observed’s practice and to 
then serve as an active listener as the observed attempts to make sense of those events.

Pre-Observation Conference
In addition to outlining what will be occurring during the observation, the person to be observed asks 
the observer(s) to focus on a particular aspect of his practice. Example: “Would you note what kinds of 
questions my students ask an look at how I respond to them?”

Observation
The observer(s) focus on that aspect of practice raised during the pre-observation conference. Field notes 
include both descriptions of “focus” events and related questions that the observer may wish to raise 
during the debriefing. The observer(s) may also wish to note events and questions outside the focus of the 
observation, but these may or may not be discussed during the debriefing.

Debriefing
Debriefing Option 1
The observer(s) begin by restating the focus and asking the observed to share her thoughts. Example: 
“What did you notice about how you responded to student questions?” As the observed talks, the 
observer(s) 1) supply specific events that either corroborate or contrast with the observed’s statements, 2) 
summarize what the observed is saying, 3) ask clarifying questions, 4) provide warm feedback about what 
went well, and 5) raise questions related to the focus that were noted during the observation. Be careful 
not to raise questions of the observed teacher that are thinly veiled criticisms.

Note: Events and questions not directly related to the focus of the observation should only be raised 
after asking for permission from the observed, and some practitioners think even asking for permission is 
inappropriate. The observer(s) should refrain from stating their ideas and perspective on the issues unless 
specifically invited to do so. An important principle in this process is that at all times the person who is 
being observed is the one who is in control of the situation.

Debriefing Option 2
1. The observed teachers give their impression of the class session that was observed.

2. Observers give feedback only on what their partners have asked them to observe. Start with warm 
feedback.  What went well? Provide specific, detailed information on what was observed.  Be sure to 
refer to and use the feedback norms developed as a group or by the observed and observing educators.
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3. Suggestions should only be offered when asked for by the observed.

4. Be careful not to ask questions of the observed teacher that are thinly veiled criticisms.  Any questions 
should be genuine in that they are asking for information that will help the observer better understand 
what was observed.

5. End the post-conference with the observer and observed reflecting on the process and their reactions to 
it.  What might you do differently next time that would improve the process and debriefing?  

Further thoughts on the process:
• Each person should choose the person or people with whom they will work. They should agree to take 

turns being the observer and observed. 
• The pair (or triad) should establish norms or ground rules for giving and receiving feedback. (For 

example: “Our observation data will remain confidential; we will meet to follow up on the observation 
within 24 hours of the observation.”)

• The person asking for feedback specifies the areas in which they want feedback. (For example: “Track 
the kinds of questions I ask: Are they memory questions, or do they require evaluation? Do I give 
enough time for students to answer? Do I ask boys more questions than girls? How did the small groups 
work together when I wasn’t there?”)

• The observer(s), informed by a list of what to look for from the person being observed, comes and 
watches the class or meeting for a short time (15-20 minutes at first, longer as they become more 
comfortable with both the observation and the feedback).

• The two people meet afterwards — undisturbed — for 10 minutes (it needs to be short at first).
During this meeting:
• The observed and observer(s) should sit with the data between them.
• The observed should refocus on the questions s/he asked. That is, reflect on the questions in light of 

the data being brought back by the observer. 
• The observer(s) should share the things they saw, heard, and tracked rather than what they thought 

about them. Allowing the observer(s) to evaluate or judge the observed will poison the process 
quickly.

• There should be some talk of what did and didn’t happen and how the observed could make it 
happen next time. 

• The observed should encourage the observer to reflect on the relevance of the data to the questions.
• Both the observer(s) and observed should watch for defensive behavior.
• All should work to make sure the observed doesn’t get into a defend/attack dialogue (if the observed 

feels a need to defend him or herself, s/he should stop the conversation and talk about why s/he feels 
that way and what it would take to reduce that behavior).

• The observer(s) should check for signals to see when the observed has had enough.
• End the post-conference with the observer and observed reflecting on the process and their reactions 

to it. What might you do differently next time that would improve the process and debriefing?


